The Warehouse
Situated near the old Quay district on the river Towy in the market town of Carmarthen,
The Warehouse is an iconic building with a history that reflects the changes and progress
of the town itself over the last century.

Originally built for seed storage at a time when Carmarthen had a thriving port, the
quayside was dominated by the merchant properties of J. B. Arthur. Dealing mainly in
cornflour, vessels would arrive from Bristol to deliver their cargoes to J. B. Arthur’s many
warehouses that lined the quay front.
Commercial trade at the quay ended in 1938 as rail took over as the preferred means of
transporting goods.
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As time went by The Warehouse changed it’s usage several times. From white elephant
sales rooms to removals and storage facility, the building finally fell into disrepair and was
earmarked for demolition.
In 2002 Jonathan and Ruth purchased the property, thus bringing a halt to it’s destruction
that it’s previous owners had implemented. By this time The Warehouse was little more
than a shell; the top floor reduced to a skeleton of girders and steel-work.

Planning permission was granted for change of use in 2003. The priority was to restore the
property to it’s former state, but as a family dwelling.
In the following years work commenced to rebuild and transform The Warehouse into a
main family home.
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Research of the local industrial area was undertaken, focussing particularly on the local
quayside and train shunting yards. This helped to supply the necessary inspiration for a
sympathetic restoration.
The outside of the premises has been restored largely to reflect it’s original design and
feel. Even details such as the J. B. Arthur inspired signage have been lovingly recreated.

Further inspiration regarding walkways and guarding was taken from the Butlers Wharf in
Rotherhithe, East London. The results of this are clear to see today.
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Internally, whilst retaining the essence of the original structure, it has been transformed into
a contemporary interpretation of it’s former self.
The steel structure has been retained but is now complimented by clean, crisp, minimalist
lines. Much of the original machinery has also been kept and restored, utilised as aesthetic
installations throughout.
Although now the purpose of the building has greatly changed, the original charm and
character are still echoed.

Quality craftsmanship, coupled with high-end and modern materials, have elevated this
once derelict shell back to it’s former iconic status, resulting with The Warehouse being
recognised with 2 civic awards.
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